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The Problem and Initiative 
OCE reporting is a legislated requirement to ensure hazard communication 
between the out going and on coming Open Cut Examiner.   It is stipulated in 
the Coal Mining Safety and Health Regulation 2001 that these reports are 
kept in the Mine Record (s106-3(a)) and the Coal Mining Safety and Health 
Act 1999 requires the Mine Record be made available to all Mine Workers 
(s68 -4).  The standard OCE reporting template used at the majority of 
surface coal mines are hand written or typed and simply convey from one 
OCE to the next the observed condition and actions taken to rectify 
unacceptable risk in the work areas inspected during the previous shift.  While 
this satisfies the legislated requirement for OCE reporting, hand written OCE 
reports are unable to effectively retain knowledge of existing hazards in areas 
that may not have been active for several shifts or longer.  The burden of 
knowledge for all working areas then falls onto the OCE, Supervisors and 
Mine Workers which is impractical and potentially high risk, as was the case 
of a near miss at Norwich Park where a previously reported and managed 
geotechnical hazard was forgotten due to the work area being inactive for an 
extended period.   
 
The Solution 
While some sites started developing site specific OCE reporting databases a 
BMA wide OCE Reporting Tool (OCERT) would offer a consistent OCE 
reporting process at all sites that, satisfies the legislated requirements under 
the Coal Mining Safety and Health Act (1999) and Regulations (2001) and, 
effectively communicates hazard information to the Mine Workers and retains 
knowledge of all previously reported hazards. 
 
The BMA OCE Reporting Tool has two software components, a field 
application and a web application.  For mobility the project chose the 
Panasonic CF-19 Toughbook and suitable car mounting kits.  While the field 
application can be used on any PC the Toughbook offers touch screen 
capability, large screen and near normal size key pad and has a built in GPS. 
 
The field application allows the Open Cut Examiner to compile the end of shift 
report while in the field, attach photographs, mud maps and GPS coordinates 
to each observation and then complete the end of shift report when back in 
the office at the end of shift.  The OCE can also view previously logged details 
of all unresolved observations or hazards while in the field.  On completion of 
the shift report a hard copy printed report is generated that is filed as part of 
the mine record and posted on notice boards.  Once the shift is ended an 
email of the shifts Key Points is generated automatically and distributed to all 
mail users at the respective sites.  A Key Point HTML file is also automatically 
generated at close of shift which can be used for muster area screens.  The 
field application also allows multiple examiners to be entering data on the one 
mine site. 
 
 



 
 
 
Panasonic CF-19 Toughbook 

 
 
Permanent Vehicle Mount for Toughbook 

 
 
 
 
 



OCE Reporting Tool Field Application – Data Entry 

 
 
OCE Reporting Tool Web Application 

 
 
The OCE Reporting Tool web application is available to all BMA personnel 
with Intranet access.  The web application allows any mine worker to view the 
key points from previous shifts and compile mine site and work area specific 
hazard searches.  Advanced users of the web application are able to create 
more detailed searches and export the search data for statistical and spatial 
assessment.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



OCE End of Shift Report – A3 hard copy is part of Mine Record. 

 
 
 
Benefits/Effects 
The Open Cut Examiner can access previously reported information, including 
photos and mud maps, on observed hazards while in the field.   
 
Touch screens and drop down lists allow the OCE to generate hazard 
observations more easily with minimal typing.     
 
Existing or previously reported hazards are retained and the OCE simply adds 
new comments to track observed changes and required actions to the existing 
observation compiling a history of how the hazard was managed.   
 
End of Shift OCE reporting can be compiled during the shift while in the field 
allowing report generation at end of shift to be a simple review and print 
process when back in the office.  
 
The generated end of shift report satisfies the legislated requirements under 
the Coal Mining Safety and Health Act (1999) and Regulations (2001) 
 
Effective communication to all mine workers of the Open Cut Examiners Key 
Points from the shift is achieved through automatically generated Email at 
close of shift, automatically generated HTML files that can be viewed on 
muster area screens at close of shift, ability to compile work area specific 
observed hazard searches. 
 
Allows management to quickly review previous shifts activities and issues.  
 



Allows Mine Engineers to review pit performances and determine need for 
design review for next strip. 
 
The OCE Reporting Tool offers the ability to statistically and spatially assess 
observed hazards in any given work area so that improvements in 
Geotechnical and Operational Management can be easily identified.  
Statistical and spatial analysis of historically observed hazards allows 
improvement and safety strategies to be more focused.    
 
Example of statistical analysis 

Goonyella Riverside Geotechnical Stats - 145 OCE 
Observations Aug '07 - March '08
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Endwall Cracking / 
Instability

3%

Spreader Cracking 
/ Instability

1%
Lowwall Cracking / 
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Highwall Cracking / 
Instability
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Highwall Failure
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Floor Heave
2%

Over hangs / 
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4%

Lowwall Failure
8%
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3%

Truck Dump Failure
1%

undercut / 
oversteepened

1% Sink holes / Wash 
outs
1%

Rock Fall 
Excessive Ravelling

1%

 
 
A BMA wide approach to developing the OCE Reporting Tool allowed several 
participating sites to contribute funding to develop a reporting tool that 
surpasses any such database that any of the sites could have developed 
separately.  The field and web applications are fully supported IT software 
systems.  
 
Transferability Across Industry 
Replacing hand written reporting with a functional database matched to an 
appropriate logging device could be easily replicated throughout industry and 
not just for the OCE End of Shift Reporting.  Underground Deputy Reports, for 
example, have been discussed as having potential for a similar reporting tool. 
 
Innovation 
Designing an appropriate field application that allows the OCE or multiple 
OCEs to easily enter and retrieve relevant observation data in the field quickly 
and with minimal typing was key to the Open Cut Examiners acceptance of 
the tool.  While including all the data entry and retrieval functionality was 
challenging, the task was further complicated by the underlying need for the 
field application to be simple enough for virtually first time computer users to 
be easily trained.    
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